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The industry is in danger because of the falling international prices, 

stagnancy in local production, decline in consumption and increasing 

competition from Sri Lanka and other countries. The labour unrest has been 

mostly the result of the economic fall-out-and it further compounds the problem. 

Another predicament in industry is that most of the tea companies in Assam 

are not registered in the State and collateral benefit of their profitability in the form 

of share of Central taxes is denied to Assam. There are Some popular tea brands 

which control about two-thirds of India's tea market. They have their registered offices 

in Kolkata and Mumbai. The Central tax inflow on account of income and other 

taxes that they pay accrue to West Bengal which affects the State's economy. 

The study shows that mostly the expanses are on establishment rather than on 

plucking and cultivation. Big brokers, in addition to evaluation of tea, also fix tea 

prices before auction, get tea on mutually agreed prices, which is low, and sell at 

higher prices to foreign buyers. The small and medium tea plantations, 

depending on auction, are closing down or are being abandoned. The Sri 

Lankan tea having an edge on consumer preference does not augur well for the 

tea industry, half of which is grown in Assam. 

I urge upon the Government to take remedial measures to revive tea industry 

by formulating urgent policy reforms, particularly, in respect of Assam. 

SHRI SILVIUS CONDPAN (Assam): Sir, I associate myself with the Special 

Mention made by Shri Karnendu Bhattacharjee. 

SHRI DWIJENDRA NATH SHARMAH (Assam): Sir, I associate myself with 

the Special Mention made by Shri Karnendu Bhattacharjee. 

Menace of Tobacco in the Country 

SHRIMATI HEMA MALINI (Nominated): Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, I rise to 

draw the kind attention of the Government towards the menace of tobacco. 

The then Prime Minister inaugurated the International Conference on 'Global 

Tobacco Control Law' in 2000, promising an exhaustive law to discourage 

smoking and chewing of tobacco. 

As stated by the then Secretary, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, a draft 

Bill is ready. And also the hon. Minister of Health and Family Welfare assured of an 

effective law on the subject. 
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Everyday, 2,400 Indian citizens die of tobacco consumption. In urban areas, 24 percent 

male and in rural areas, 35 per cent male and 4 to 8 per cent female are addicted to tobacco 

and it preparations. 

Tobacco causes eye irritation, headache, cough, sore throat, dizziness, nausea, decline in 

lung function, asthma in children, cancer, chronic lung disease by which the country loses 

Rs. 30,000 crores a year. 

Smoking during pregnancy is responsible for low birth rate and there is higher rate of 

miscarriage and neo-natal death. 

Those children whose parents are smokers or tobacco addicts, become victims of bronchitis, 

respiratory systems, lung cancer and other diseases. Even passive smoking has all toxic 

components. So the presence of an individual near a smoker is also dangerous. 

Tobacco is more dangerous than the Kargil War, the Tsunami disaster, cyclones and 

earthquakes. 

Tobacco farming earns only Rs. 12,000 crores a year, but nearly two lakh cancer 

patients require a staggering sum of Rs. 700 crores for their medical treatment. 

Therefore, I urge upon the Government to discourage the use of tobacco and its 

preparations, by law, as promised five years back. Thank you. 

SHRIMATI MAYA SINGH (Madhya Pradesh): Sir, I associate myself with this issue. 

PROF. P.J. KURIAN (Kerala): Sir, J also associate myself with this issue. 

SHRI BIRABHADRA SINGH (Orissa): Sir, I also associate myself with the issue 

raised by the hon. Member. 

SHRI RUDRA NARAYAN PANY (Orissa): Sir, I also associate myself with this issue. 

SHRI JAYANTILAL BAROT (Gujarat): Sir, I also associate myself with this issue. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (PROF. P.J. KURIAN) in the Chair] 

Provision of Loans by Banks 

SHRI C. PERUMAL (Tamil Nadu): Sir, in Tamil Nadu, the State Government is 

doing a lot for the education sector. The Government is 
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